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Abstract: In this paper we introduce and study some of nano pre regular open sets, nano regular open, 
nano pre open and nano semi open sets. These ideas are vital in facilitating us to expand the results of 
Classical topological Spaces into the field of nano topology. 
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1. Introduction: Lellis Thivagar [5,6] introduced nano topological space with respect to a subset X of an 
universe which is defined in terms of lower and upper approximations of X. The elements of a nano 
topological space are called the nano-open sets and their complements are called nano closed sets. Certain 
weak forms of nano-open sets such as nano -open sets, nano semi-open sets and nano pre-open sets [6,8] 
have also been established. In 1964, Corson and Michael [2] introduced the notion of locally dense sets, 
also called pre-open sets by Mashhour et al. [10]. The preopen sets on a topological space was developed 
by Mashhour et all.[10] in 1982 as a weak form of open sets. The new class of sets, called pre-regular pre-
open sets, using pre-interior and pre-closure operators was conceived and defined by Jafari in 2006 [4]. 
The class of pre-open sets properly contain the class of open sets. As the intersection of two pre-open sets 
may fail to be pre-open, the class of pre-open sets do not always form a topology. In a sub-maximal space, 
i.e. a topological space  in which every dense subset is open, the collection of all pre-open sets form a 
topology. Indeed, many notions in Topology can be defined in terms of pre-open sets.  
 
The motivation behind developing this paper is to derive some special features of nano pre-open and nano 
pre-regular open sets. Further we investigate what new theories can be derived using nano pre-regular 
open inclusive of the notion of nano pre-open sets. Also we establish some of the main properties of these 
sets and study their relations to nano pre-regular open sets. 

 
2. Preliminaries: We present here some basic notions of nano topology, extremally disconnectedness 
and nano pre-open sets that are essential to develop our proposed topic. 
 
Definition 2.1 :  Let  be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an equivalence 
relation on  named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are 
said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair (  is said to be the approximation space. Let 

.  
(i) The lower approximation of  with respect to  is the set of all objects, which can be for certain 
classified as  with respect to  and its is denoted by . That is, , 
where  denotes the equivalence class determined by . 
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(ii) The upper approximation of  with respect to  is the set of all objects,which can be possibly classified 
as  with respect to  and it is denoted by .(ie), . 
(iii) The boundary region of  with respect to  is the set of all objects, which can be classified neither as 

 nor as not-  with respect to  and it is denoted by . That is, . 
 
Definition 2.2: :  Let  be an universe,  be an equivalence relation on  and 

 where .  satisfies the following axioms:   
(i)  and .  
(ii) The union of the elements of any sub collection of  is in .  
(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite sub-collection of  is in .  
That is,  forms a topology on  called the nano topology on  with respect to . We call  
as the nano topological space. The elements of  are called nano open sets.  
 
Definition 2.3 :  If  is a nano topological space with respect to  where  and if 

, then the nano interior of  is defined as the largest nano open set contained in  and is denoted by 
. The nano closure of  is defined as the smallest nano closed set containing  and is denoted by 

.  
 
Definition 2.4  : Let  be a nano topological space and . Then  is said to be   
(i) nano semi-open if  
(ii) nano pre-open if  
(iii)  nano semi pre-open if  
(iv) nano regular open if  
(v) nano -open if  
 
Remark 2.5:  we call nano semi-regular subsets of . The 
family of all nano regular open [resp. nano regular closed] subsets of  is denoted by [resp. 

. By definition we put . The class  is the class of 
all nano clopen subsets of , that is .  
 
Definition 2.6  [9]: A subset  of  is called  
(i) a preclosed set if . 
(ii) a regular open set if  and its complements are regular closed set. 
(iii) a regular semiopen set if there exit a regular open set  such that . The family of all 
regular semiopen sets of  is denoted by . 
(iv) -closed set if  whenever  and  is regular semiopen in . The family of all -
closed subsets of the space  is denoted by .  
 
Definition 2.7 : A topological space  is said to be extremally disconnected if the closure of every 
open set of  is open in .  
 
3. Nano Regular Open Sets: 
Definition 3.1  A subset  of  is called : 
(i) a nano regular open set if  and a nano regular closed set if .  
(ii) a nano regular semiopen set if there exit a nano regular open set  such that . The 
family of all nano regular semiopen sets of  is denoted by .  
 
Theorem 3.2: An  is nano extremally disconnected if and only if 

.  
Proof : Let  be nano extremally disconnected. Inclusions  and 

 follow immediately from the facts that  for each 
 and  for each . Also we have to prove 

 and  and we by lemma 3.9  and 
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 and we observe that the observation that 
. 

Conversely, Suppose that . We shall show that for each 
. Assume that it is false for a certain , that is, 

. By hypothesis . But , so this 
implies that  and . 
Hence . Thus  and by 
hypothesis . On the other hand, since , then 
the inclusion  is proper subset, because . 
Therefore we obtain that the inclusion  is proper subset. 
Consequently  and it is a contradiction.    
  
Remark 3.3: The following example shows that  is not nano extremally disconnected since 
there exists .  
 
Example 3.4: and . This 
space is not nano extremally disconnected, since . It is possible that 

.  
 

Remark 3.5: Extremally disconnectedness of a nano topological space cannot be characterized as every 
two disjoint nano pre-open sets have disjoint closures.  
 
Example 3.6: Let  and  then . Then the 
space is nano extremally disconnected and  and .  

 
Theorem 3.7:  A nano topological space  is nano extremally disconnected if and only if 

.  
Proof : Let . To prove . . Since G is nano open then 

. Also, . Hence . Converse part is obvious.  
 
Lemma 3.8: For each subset  of a nano topological space  we have 

.  

Proof : First we show that 

. So, our equality is obvious. We now focus our attention on the second 
equality. Now we obtain 

. It follows that 
.  

 
Lemma 3.9: Let ) and . Then   
(i) .  
(ii) .  
Proof:(i)Wehave 

. 
(ii) Since , then . Thus from the case (i) 
we obtain . So, it must follow that .    
 
Lemma 3.10: A nano topological space  is nano extremally disconnected if and only if for each 

 we have  (or .  
Proof : By using the respective equalities from the proof of Lemma 3.9 we easily obtain a well-known 
characterization of nano semi-pre open sets in every .    
 
Theorem 3.11: If a nano topology  on a set  contains only , and  for a fixed , then 

.  
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Proof : Let  and  be an element of  . Then . If not then 
. Hence , is a contradiction. Now since , we have 

 which contains , that is, . Note that 
. Thus . 

 
4. Nano Pre Regular Open Sets: In this section we introduce and define nano pre regular open set and 
a few possible theorems that are pertaining to it. 

 
Definition 4.1 :  A nano pre-open set  of a space  is said to be nano pre-regular open if 

. The complement of a nano pre-regular open set is called nano pre-regular closed set, 
equivalently . The family of all nano pre-regular open (resp.nano pre-regular closed) 
sets of a space  will be denoted by (resp. .  

 
Definition 4.2:  A map  is nano -closed if the image of  is nano -
closed in  for every nano closed set  in .  
 
Proposition 4.3:  If a map  is injective nano pre-regular semiclosed and nano 
regular semi-pre-closed, then . 
Proof : Let  be nano closed in . As  is nano pre-regular semiclosed,  is nano regular 
semiclosed in . Since  is nano preclosed and  is injective nano regular semi pre-closed 

 is nano regular semiclosed in . Thus every nano closed is nano regular semiclosed. Hence 
.   

 
Proposition 4.4: Let  be nano regular semi continuous and nano pre-closed. 
Then for every nano pre-closed set  is nano pre-closed in .  
Proof: Let A be nano pre-closed in   and f(A) R where R is nano regular semiopen in . Then A f−1(R). 
Since A is nano pre-closed, Npcl(A) f−1(R) that is f(Npcl(A)) R. Since f is nano pre-closed, 
Npcl(f(Npcl(A))) R and so Npcl(f(A)) R. Thus f(A) is nano pre-closed. 
 
Definition 4.5: A space ( ,τR(X)) is called nano extremally pre-disconnected if the pre-closure of every 
pre-open subset of X is pre-open. 
 
Definition 4.6: A point x   is said to be a pre-limit point of a subset A of a space ( ,τR(X)) if Npcl( ) 
∩ A   for every nano pre-open set G of  containing x. We denote the set of nano pre-limit points of A 

by Npd(A). 
 
Theorem 4.7: Let A be a subset of . Then every nano α-interior point of A is a nano pre-interior point of 
A, that is, Nintα(A) Nintp(A). 
Proof: If x is an α - interior point of A, then there exists a nano α-open set G containing x such that G A. 
Since every nano α-open set is nano pre-open, it follows that x is a nano pre-interior point of A. 
 
Theorem 4.8: For a space ( ,τR(X)) the following are equivalent: 
1. ( , τR(X)) is nano extremally pre-disconnected. 
2. Every nano pre-regular open subset is nano pre-clopen. 
3. Npd(A) Npint(A) for every nano pre-regular closed subset A of . 
Proof: (i) (ii): Suppose that A is nano pre-regular-open. Then A = Npint(pcl(A))) = Npcl(A). Combined 
with (i), this means that A is nano pre-clopen. 
(ii) (iii): By hypothesis, A is nano pre-clopen and therefore Npd(A) Npcl(A) = Npint(A). 
(iii) (i): Suppose that A is nano pre-open. Then Npcl(A) is nano pre-regular closed. By hypothesis, we 
have Npd(A) Npd(Npcl(A)) Npint(Npcl(A)). Hence Npcl(A) = A Npd(A) Npint(Npcl(A)). This shows 
that Npcl(A) is nano preopen. 
 
Definition 4.9: A subset A of a space ( ,τR(X)) is said to be nano regular pre-open if there exists a nano 
pre-regular open set G such that G A Npcl(G). 
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Proposition 4.10: Every nano pre-regular open set is nano regular pre-open. 
Proof: Suppose that A is nano pre-regular open set. Take A, then we have A Nint(Ncl(A)) Npcl(A). 
Hence every nano pre-regular open set is nano regular pre-open 
 
Example 4.11 : Let  = {a,b,c}, X = {b,c} and /R = {{a},{b,c}} then τR(X) ={ , ,{b,c}}. Then b is nano pre-
regular closed and also nano regular pre-open. But let  = {a,b,c,d},Y = {a,b} and /R = {{a},{b,c},{d}}, then 
τR(Y ) = { , ,{a},{a,b,c},{b,c}}. Then {b,c,d} is nano regular pre-open but not nano pre-regular open. 
 
Theorem 4.12: If A is nano regular pre-open and A B pcl(A), then B is nano regular pre-open. 
Proof: Suppose that G is nano pre-regular open set such that G A pcl(G). By putting pcl(A) = pcl(G), 
we have G A B pcl(A) = pcl(G). 
 
Theorem 4.13: Suppose A is nano pre-closed then A is nano- pr-open if and only if A is nano pre-open. 
Proof: Let A be nano-pr-open. We know that every nano-pr-open set is nano-preopen. Hence A is nano-
preopen. Conversely assume that A is nano-pre-open. Then A = Npint(A) and A = Npcl(A). Therefore 
Npint(Npcl(A) = Npint(A) = A. Hence A is nano-pr-open. 
 
Conclusion: In this paper, we have discussed some of the properties of nano regular, nano pre regular, 
nano pre-open, nano semi open. Our results contribute to the stream of investigations concerning various 
types of characterizations of nano topological spaces. We believe that these results will enhance the study 
of nano topological spaces and will help researchers to take nano topology to next level. 
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